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Short Description

Universal Club Chair Protective Furniture Cover CHR-CVR by Telescope Casual

Description

Keep your patio furniture looking fresh with the Universal Club Chair Protective Furniture Cover (CHR-CVR) by
Telescope Casual . These covers are easy to apply, effortless to remove, and will help you extend the lifespan
of your new outdoor set. Easily tighten the cover with a 3/16" black adjustable shock cord, which runs
through the entire perimeter of the cover, and secure it with the provided adjustable buttons. This protective
cover is designed to fit the following Telescope Casual items: Leeward MGP Deep Cushion Loveseat w/
Hidden Motion 8640, Belle Isle MGP/Aluminum Cushion Loveseat Glider B040. You can zip sectional covers
together to create your own custom sized patio furniture sectional cover.

Includes

One (1) Universal Club Chair Protective Furniture Cover CHR-CVR

Dimensions

34" W x 36" D x 40" H (2.6 lbs)

Features
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Covers are 99% UV resistant and 98% waterproof
Breathable outdoor fabric is is mold and mildew resistant
Adjustable tension straps and buckles help keep your cover in place during windy weather
Covers are sewn with topstitch seams throughout, making the covers hard to tear
Tough, long-lasting nylon thread made to withstand the elements
No assembly required

Warranty

The Telescope Casual warranty covers manufacturing defects; normal wear and tear is not included. With a
little bit of care, your furniture will outlive the warranty by many years.

Telescope Furniture covers are warranted to be free of manufacturing defects for 1 year from date of
purchase.

Care and Maintenance

Your Telescope Casual cover will perform best when it is taken care of properly. Simply wipe clean with a wet
cloth, do not machine wash or dry. Avoid accidental tears by padding sharp edges and tightening straps
gradually while using. Take extra care to avoid pooling water, pests and extreme weather; these could
damage your cover and void the warranty.

About The Manufacturer

Telescope Casual has produced quality outdoor patio furniture since its founding in 1903. Though the
company is best known for its sling furniture, it also manufactures wicker, aluminum, cast aluminum, and
resin furniture. Telescope's skilled teams strive to provide the best customer service, the fastest delivery, and
the best quality products. They are considered a leader in the casual furniture industry.

Telescope has remained a remarkably successful family-owned business; it is currently managed by the
fourth and fifth generations, and headed by Kathy Juckett. More than 300 employees maintain a close
working relationship with the Vanderminden family and management team. Much of Telescope's success is
owed to the talented workforce, who take pride in their craftsmanship, and the professional sales force, who
work tirelessly to ensure every customer's expectations are exceeded by their Telescope experience.

Additional Information

SKU CHR-CVR

Brand Telescope Casual

Ships Out Estimate 10 - 13 Weeks

Residential Warranty 1 Year

was

$405.00 Special
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Universal Club Chair Protective
Furniture Cover CHR-CVR by Telescope
Casual

Price

$324.00
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